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Abstrat
We summarize the theoretial approah to the solution of the NNLO DGLAP equations
using methods based on the logarithmi expansions in x-spae and their implementation
into the C program Candia 1.0
1
. We present the various options implemented in the
program and disuss the dierent solutions. The user an hoose the order of the evolution,
the type of the solution, whih an be either exat or trunated, and the evolution either
with a xed or a varying avor number, implemented in the varying-avour-number sheme
(VFNS). The renormalization and fatorization sale dependenies are treated separately.
In the non-singlet setor the program implements an exat NNLO solution.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: Candia
Journal Referene:
Catalogue identier:
Liensing provisions: none
Programming language: C and Fortran
Computer: all
Operating system: Linux
RAM: In the given examples, it ranges from 4 MB to 490 MB
Keywords: DGLAP evolution equation, parton distribution funtions, x-spae solutions, QCD
PACS: 11.10.Hi
Classiation: 11.5 Quantum Chromodynamis, Lattie Gauge Theory, 11.1 General, High Energy
Physis and Computing.
Nature of problem:
The program provided here solves the DGLAP evolution equations for the parton distribution fun-
tions up to NNLO.
Solution method:
The algorithm implemented is based on the theory of the logarithmi expansions in Bjorken-x spae
Additional omments:
In order to be sure to get the last version of the program, we suggest to download the ode from our
oial website of Candia is http://www.le.infn.it/andia.
Running time:
In the given examples, it ranges from 1 to 40 minutes. The jobs have been exeuted on an Intel Core
2 Duo T7250 CPU at 2 GHz with a 64 bit Linux kernel. The test run sript inluded in the pakage
ontains 5 sample runs and may take a number of hours to proess, depending on the speed of your
proessor and the amount your RAM.
LONG WRITE UP
1 Introdution
Perturbative preditions in QCD are going to be essential for the disovery of new physis at
the LHC, the new hadron ollider at CERN, and for this reason the determination of the QCD
bakground for important proesses requires the analysis of ross setions at higher perturba-
tive orders in an expansion in the strong oupling onstant αs. By now, the level of theoretial
auray reahed in the alulation of several hadroni observables for LHC studies is rather
impressive, and this has been possible thanks to the development of new perturbative teh-
niques whih have allowed to move from previous next-to-leading-order (NLO) determinations
of several key proesses, to the next order in auray, whih is the next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO). These omputations of the hard satterings need to be aompanied by the
orresponding NNLO DGLAP evolution in order to be phenomenologially and theoretially
onsistent. Some available odes that deal with the DGLAP evolution are Pegasus [1℄, based
on the use of Mellin moments, Qdnum [2℄ and Hoppet [3℄, both based on a disretization of
x and µ2F .
There are several issues that need to be addressed when we move to this perturbative
2
order. One of them onerns the size of the orretions, whih are quite small ompared to
the NLO ase (respet to the leading order (LO) result), while another one is their dependene
on the relevant sales (fatorization, renormalization) of the proess, whih are arbitrary. The
sensitivity on these sales is redued by inreasing the order of the perturbative expansion.
A seond point onerns the spei dependene of the result on the renormalization group
evolution (RGE) and on the way we selet the solution of the orresponding equations. When
a generi equation is dened in terms of a power expansion in some parameter (oupling), its
solution an be either power expanded in the same parameter or an be omputed exatly,
both approahes being legitimate options. This indetermination should be interpreted as a
theoretial error whih needs to be quantied. In fat, solving the RGEs in one way or in
another is equivalent to a summation or to a resummation of the perturbative solution, with
dierenes between the various methods whih start appearing beyond a ertain order.
2 Brute-fore and expansion-based solutions
It is probably onvenient, in order to understand the motivations for writing Candia, to briey
go over a lassiation of the ways the DGLAP equation is solved numerially and haraterize
the dierene between brute-fore and expansion-based solutions of these equations.
A brute-fore solution is obtained by simply disretizing the equation by a nite dierene
method, and negleting all the issues of perturbative auray that we have just mentioned.
Candia, on the other hand, is based on the implementation of analytial ansätze whih have
been shown [4℄ to be solutions of the evolution equations. These allow to keep trak system-
atially of the logarithmi orretions whih are inluded in the nal solution and to ontrol
diretly its logarithmi auray. Being the logarithms aompanied by powers of αs, all the
expanded solutions orrespond to solutions of a given (and dierent) auray in the strong
oupling. In partiular, the program implements also resummed expansions, suh as (46) and
(60), whih involve logarithms of more ompliated funtions.
Notie that in the DGLAP ase  but the same issue appears in any equation whose right-
hand-side is of a given auray in a parametri expansion  the kernel is only known up to
a xed order in αs, and therefore it is legitimate  in establishing the reursive form of the
ansatz  to deide whether or not to drop all the information oming from the higher orders,
orders over whih we do not have omplete ontrol from the perturbative side and that are also
present in the reursion relations.
In this sense, it is lear that the brute fore solution is just one of the many solutions
whih an be obtained by the analytial expansions. It an be reprodued from an expansion-
based approah by extending the ansatz so to inlude all the logarithmi powers of the form
αms ln(αs/α0)
n
, with n,m integers. In pratie n andm are nite integers, but hosen suiently
large in the atual implementation of the numerial ode.
The approah followed in our program, though entirely formulated in x-spae, shares some
of the features whih are typial of those Mellin methods that also rely on an analytial ansatz.
In fat also in this ase the exat solution is obtained reursively [5℄. We also remark that
the Mellin method, suh as the one implemented in [1℄, and our method overlap as for overall
treatment of the logarithms, though they implement dierent partial summations. The proof
that the various analytial ansätze used by us are solutions of the evolution equations is obtained
by onstrution, solving the reursion relations for the unknown oeient funtions of the
expansion in Mellin spae [6℄.
We have implemented two lasses of solutions: the exat solutions and the trunated
ones. The latter are obtained by retaining ontributions to the expansion up to a ertain power
3
of αs, whih an be hosen by the user. We have found that the numerial hange indued
by the variation of the ansatz on some hadroni observables at NNLO is of the order of a
perent. Though this variation is indeed small if ompared to the hange from LO to NLO of
the ross setion, it is omparable to its hange from NLO to NNLO (quantied to be around
3% on the Z peak [6℄). For this reason, we think that Candia an be of help in the studies of
resonant proesses where a large amount of experimental data an be olleted, suh as on the
Z peak. Here the small theoretial errors that are due either to the various ways of handling
the evolution or to the hanges indued by going from NLO to NNLO in the hard satterings
are far larger than the experimental statistial errors oming from the diret measurements at
the LHC. In this work we are going to desribe the basi features of our program and fous
essentially on the evolution part. More tools whih may be useful for QCD partonometry and
for the searh of extra Z ′ will be released in the near future.
3 Summary of denitions and onventions
We start by summarizing the notations and denitions that we will be using in the desription
of the program. The general mathematial struture of the DGLAP equation is
∂
∂ lnµ2F
f(x, µ2F ) = P (x, αs(µ
2
F ))⊗ f(x, µ
2
F ) (1)
where the onvolution produt is dened by
[a⊗ b] (x) =
∫ 1
x
dy
y
a
(
x
y
)
b(y) =
∫ 1
x
dy
y
a(y)b
(
x
y
)
(2)
and the perturbative expansion of the kernels and of the beta funtion up to NNLO are respe-
tively
P (x, αs) =
(αs
2pi
)
P (0)(x) +
(αs
2pi
)2
P (1)(x) +
(αs
2pi
)3
P (2)(x) +O(α4s) (3)
and
β(αs) =
dαs(µ
2
R)
d lnµ2R
= −
β0
4pi
α2s −
β1
16pi2
α3s −
β2
64pi3
α4s +O(α
5
s) (4)
where
β0 =
11
3
NC −
4
3
Tf (5)
β1 =
34
3
N2C −
20
3
NCTf − 4CFTf (6)
β2 =
2857
54
N3C + 2C
2
FTf −
205
9
CFNCTf −
1415
27
N2CTf +
44
9
CFT
2
f +
158
27
NCT
2
f (7)
and
NC = 3, CF =
N2C − 1
2NC
=
4
3
, Tf = TRnf =
1
2
nf . (8)
NC is the number of olors and nf is the number of ative avors, seleted by the mass ondition
mq ≤ µF , for a given fatorization sale µF . We also denote with µR the renormalization sale.
The evolution (DGLAP) kernels are distributions whose general form is given by
P (x) = P1(x) +
P2(x)
(1− x)+
+ P3δ(1− x), (9)
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with a regular part P1(x), a plus-distribution part P2(x)/(1− x)+ and a delta-funtion term
P3δ(1 − x). Given a ontinuous and dierentiable funtion α(x) dened in the [0, 1) interval,
but singular at x = 1, the ation of the plus-distribution [α(x)]+ is dened by∫ 1
0
f(x)[α(x)]+dx =
∫ 1
0
(f(x)− f(1))α(x)dx, (10)
where f(x) is a regular test funtion. Alternatively, an operative denition (that assumes full
mathematial meaning only when integrated) is the following
[α(x)]+ = α(x)− δ(1− x)
∫ 1
0
α(y)dy. (11)
The Parton Distribution Funtions (PDFs) appear in the evolution, in general, multiplied
by a fator x. Eq. (1) for f¯(x) ≡ xf(x) then reads
∂
∂ lnµ2F
f¯(x, µ2F ) = x
[
P (x, αs(µ
2
F ))⊗ f(x, µ
2
F )
]
. (12)
We are now going to ompute the onvolution produts that we atually evaluate in the program,
having in mind the general form of the kernel (9).
The treatment of the delta-funtion part is trivial
x [P3δ(1− x)⊗ f(x)] = xP3
∫ 1
x
dy
y
δ(1− y)f
(
x
y
)
= P3f¯(x), (13)
while for the regular part we get
x [P1(x)⊗ f(x)] = x
∫ 1
x
dy
y
P1
(
x
y
)
f(y) =
∫ 1
x
d y
y
x
y
P1
(
x
y
)
f¯(y). (14)
Sine the funtions that we have to integrate are strongly varying or even singular at low x, to
enhane the numerial auray we introdue a new integration variable z dened by y = xz,
and Eq. (14) is mapped into
x [P1(x)⊗ f(x)] = − ln x
∫ 1
0
dz x1−zP1(x
1−z)f¯(xz). (15)
Finally, for the plus-distribution part we get, after some algebrai manipulations the relation
x
[
P2(x)
(1− x)+
⊗ f(x)
]
=
∫ 1
x
dy
P2(y)f¯(x/y)− P2(1)f¯(x)
1− y
+ P2(1)f¯(x) ln(1− x) (16)
that with the mapping y = xz beomes
x
[
P2(x)
(1− x)+
⊗ f(x)
]
= − ln x
∫ 1
0
dz xz
P2(x
z)f¯(x1−z)− P2(1)f¯(x)
1− xz
+ P2(1)f¯(x) ln(1− x). (17)
The program, being entirely developed in (Bjorken's) x-spae uses the iteration of the onvo-
lution in the form dened above both in the non-singlet and singlet setors.
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4 Non-singlet and singlet struture
We start by dening the ombinations
q
(±)
i = qi ± qi (18)
q(±) =
nf∑
i=1
q
(±)
i . (19)
From a mathematial point of view, the distributions belonging to the non-singlet setor evolve
with a deoupled DGLAP equation of form (1), while the singlet ombinations mix with the
gluon distribution. The singlet DGLAP matrix equation is
∂
∂ lnµ2F
(
q(+)(x, µ2F )
g(x, µ2F )
)
=
(
Pqq(x, αs(µ
2
F )) Pqg(x, αs(µ
2
F ))
Pgq(x, αs(µ
2
F )) Pgg(x, αs(µ
2
F ))
)
⊗
(
q(+)(x, µ2F )
g(x, µ2F ),
)
(20)
or, in vetorial notation
∂
∂ lnµ2F
s(x, µ2F ) = P(x, αs(µ
2
F ))⊗ s(x, µ
2
F ). (21)
The general struture of the non-singlet splitting funtions is given by
Pqiqk = Pqiqk = δikP
V
qq + P
S
qq, (22)
Pqiqk = Pqiqk = δikP
V
qq¯ + P
S
qq¯. (23)
where V and S are usually referred to as the valene and sea ontributions. This leads to
three types of non-singlet distributions whih evolve independently: the avor asymmetries
q
(±)
NS,ik = q
(±)
i − q
(±)
k , (24)
governed by the ombinations
P±NS = P
V
qq ± P
V
qq¯ , (25)
and the sum of the valene distributions of all avors q(−) whih evolves with
P VNS = P
V
qq − P
V
qq¯ + nf
(
P Sqq − P
S
qq¯
)
≡ P−NS + P
S
NS. (26)
Notie that the quark-quark splitting funtion Pqq an be expressed as
Pqq = P
+
NS + nf
(
P Sqq + P
S
qq¯
)
≡ P+NS + Pps. (27)
with ps denoting the so-alled pure singlet terms. We remark that the non-singlet ontribution
is the most relevant one in Eq. (27) at large x, where the pure singlet term Pps = P
S
qq + P
S
qq¯ is
very small. At small x, on the other hand, the latter ontribution takes over, as xPps does not
vanish for x→ 0, unlike xP+NS. The gluon-quark and quark-gluon entries are given by
Pqg = nfPqig, (28)
Pgq = Pgqi (29)
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in terms of the avor-independent splitting funtions Pqig = Pq¯ig and Pgqi = Pgq¯i. With the
exeption of the rst order part of Pqg, neither of the quantities xPqg, xPgq and xPgg vanish for
x→ 0.
In the expansion in powers of αs of the evolution equations, the avor-diagonal (valene)
quantity P Vqq is of order αs, while P
V
qq¯ and the avor-independent (sea) ontributions P
S
qq and
P Sqq¯ are of order α
2
s. A non-vanishing dierene P
S
qq − P
S
qq¯ is present at order α
3
s.
The next step is to hoose a proper basis of non-singlet distributions that allows us to
reonstrut, through linear ombinations, the distribution of eah parton. The singlet evolution
gives us 2 distributions, g and q(+), so we need to evolve 2nf − 1 independent non-singlet
distributions. At NNLO we hoose
1. q(−), evolving with P VNS;
2. q
(−)
NS,1i = q
(−)
1 − q
(−)
i (for 2 ≤ i ≤ nf ), evolving with P
−
NS;
3. q
(+)
NS,1i = q
(+)
1 − q
(+)
i (for 2 ≤ i ≤ nf ), evolving with P
+
NS,
and use simple relations suh as
q
(±)
i =
1
nf
(
q(±) +
nf∑
k=1,k 6=i
q
(±)
NS,ik
)
(30)
to perform the reonstrutions of the various avors. Choosing i = 1 in (30), we ompute
q
(−)
1 from the evolved non-singlets of type 1 and 2 and q
(+)
1 from the evolved singlet q
(+)
and
non-singlet of type 3. Then from the non-singlets 2 and 3 we ompute respetively q
(−)
i and
q
(+)
i for eah i suh that 2 ≤ i ≤ nf , and nally qi and q¯i.
Moving from NNLO to NLO things simplify, as we have P
S,(1)
qq = P
S,(1)
qq¯ . This implies (see
Eq. (26)) that P
V,(1)
NS = P
−,(1)
NS , i.e. the non-singlets q
(−)
and q
(−)
NS,ik evolve with the same kernel,
and the same does eah linear ombination thereof, in partiular q
(−)
i for eah avor i. The
basis of the 2nf − 1 non-singlet distributions that we hoose to evolve at NLO is
1. q
(−)
i (for eah i ≤ nf ), evolving with P
−,(1)
NS ,
2. q
(+)
NS,1i = q
(+)
1 − q
(+)
i (for eah i suh that 2 ≤ i ≤ nf), evolving with P
+,(1)
NS ,
and the same we do at LO, where we have in addition P
+,(0)
NS = P
−,(0)
NS , being P
V,(0)
qq¯ = 0.
5 The algorithm
We briey review in this setion the algorithm on whih Candia is based. More details and a
theoretial disussion an be found in our previous papers [4, 6℄.
5.1 Non-singlet: exat solution
The proof of equivalene between the logarithmi expansions implemented in Candia and the
alternative approah based on the use of Mellin moments, as used in referene [1℄, is easily
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established at leading order. For this we reall the denition of the Mellin transform of a given
funtion a(x),
a(N) =
∫ 1
0
a(x)xN−1dx, (31)
that maps onvolution produts into ordinary produts
[a⊗ b] (N) = a(N)b(N). (32)
Traditional algorithms based on Mellin spae solve the equations algebraially in N and then
perform a numerial inversion using a saddle path evaluation of the omplex ontour. This
tehnique is ompletely bypassed in our approah. One of the advantage of Candia is that a
given initial ondition for the PDFs, usually formulated in x-spae, does not need to be tted to
a given funtional form in moment spae, whih is instead typial of a given numerial imple-
mentation of the Mellin algorithm. In fat, the funtional form in moment spae in some ases
may even not be general enough, and may not allow the evolution of quite singular distributions
at small x. From our experiene, we have found that tting speial initial onditions in x-spae
fores the user, in odes based in Mellin spae, to modify the evolution ode by himself, with
dubious results. Candia, by eliminating this unappealing feature of algorithms based in Mellin
spae, allows any initial ondition to be onsidered and removes the initial numerial error due
to the t of the initial ondition to the pre-assigned funtional form in moment spae.
Having laried this point, we introdue a single evolution sale Q, leaving to the next
setions the disussion of the separation between the fatorization and renormalization sales.
Swithing to αs as the independent variable, the DGLAP equation (1) is rewritten in the form
∂f(N,αs)
∂αs
=
P (N,αs)
β(αs)
f(N,αs). (33)
5.1.1 Leading order
Inserting in Eq. (33) the perturbative expansions of P (N,αs) and β(αs) (Equations (3) and
(4)) arrested at LO, we get
∂f(N,αs)
∂αs
= −
(
αs
2pi
)
P (0)(N)
β0
4pi
α2s
f(N,αs), (34)
whih is solved by
f(N,αs) = f(N,α0)
(
αs
α0
)− 2P (0)(N)
β0
= f(N,α0) exp
(
−
2P (0)(N)
β0
ln
αs
α0
)
(35)
where we have set αs ≡ αs(Q
2) and α0 ≡ αs(Q
2
0). Performing a Taylor expansion of the
exponential we get
f(N,α) = f(N,α0)
∞∑
n=0
(
1
n!
(
−
2P (0)(N)
β0
)n
lnn
α
α0
)
. (36)
The x-spae logarithmi ansatz, that parallels this solution is
f(x,Q2) =
∞∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
lnn
αs(Q
2)
αs(Q
2
0)
, (37)
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where the An(x)'s are unknown funtions. Setting Q = Q0 in (37) we get the initial ondition
f(x,Q20) = A0(x). (38)
Inserting our ansatz (37) into the DGLAP equation (1) and using the expansion of the kernels
and of the beta funtion (3, 4) arrested at the rst term, after some algebra we derive the
reursion relation
An+1(x) = −
2
β0
[
P (0) ⊗ An
]
(x). (39)
In the ode, the value of A¯n(xk) ≡ xAn(xk) for the PDF with index i (see Table 5), is stored
in the variable A[i℄[n℄[k℄; xk is the x-grid point stored in X[k℄.
5.1.2 Next-to-leading order
Let's now move to the higher orders.
At NLO Eq. (33) reads
∂f(N,αs)
∂αs
= −
(
αs
2pi
)
P (0)(N) +
(
αs
2pi
)2
P (1)(N)
β0
4pi
α2s +
β1
16pi2
α3s
f(N,αs), (40)
the solution of whih is
f(N,αs) = f(N,α0)
(
αs
α0
)− 2P (0)(N)
β0
(
4piβ0 + αsβ1
4piβ0 + α0β1
) 2P (0)(N)
β0
−
4P (1)(N)
β1
= f(N,α0)e
a(N)Lec(N)M
= f(N,α0)
(
∞∑
n=0
a(N)n
n!
Ln
)(
∞∑
m=0
c(N)m
m!
Mm
)
(41)
where we have set
L = ln
αs
α0
(42)
M = ln
4piβ0 + αsβ1
4piβ0 + α0β1
(43)
a(N) = −
2P (0)(N)
β0
(44)
c(N) =
2P (0)(N)
β0
−
4P (1)(N)
β1
. (45)
We then assume an x-spae solution of the form
f(x,Q2) =
(
∞∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
Ln
)(
∞∑
m=0
Cm(x)
m!
Mm
)
=
∞∑
s=0
s∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
Cs−n(x)
(s− n)!
LnMs−n
=
∞∑
s=0
s∑
n=0
Bsn(x)
n!(s− n)!
LnMs−n, (46)
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where in the rst step we have re-arranged the produt of the two series into a single series
with a total exponent s = n+m, and in the last step we have introdued the funtions
Bsn(x) = An(x)Cs−n(x), (n ≤ s). (47)
Setting Q = Q0 in (46) we derive the initial ondition on the reursive oeients
f(x,Q20) = B
0
0(x). (48)
Inserting the ansatz (46) into the DGLAP equation (1), using the expansions (3, 4) arrested at
the seond terms, and equating the oeients of α and α2, we nd the reursion relations
Bsn(x) = −
2
β0
[
P (0) ⊗Bs−1n−1
]
(x) (49)
Bsn(x) = −B
s
n+1(x)−
4
β1
[
P (1) ⊗ Bs−1n
]
(x). (50)
These relations allow to ompute all the oeients Bsn (n ≤ s) up to a hosen s starting from
B00 , the value of whih is given by the initial onditions. Eq. (49) allows to follow a diagonal
arrow in the sheme shown in Table 1; Eq. (50) instead allows to ompute a oeient one
we know the oeients at its right and over it (horizontal and vertial arrows). If more than
one reursion relation an be used to ompute a oeient Bsn, the program follows the fastest
reursion hain to determine these, i.e. (49) that involves P (0) instead of P (1). For eah s the
ode does the following:
1. omputes all the oeients Bsn with n 6= 0 using (49);
2. omputes the oeient Bs0 using (50).
In the ode, the value of B¯sn(xk) ≡ xB
s
n(xk) for the PDF with index i (see Table 5), is
stored in the variable B[i℄[s℄[n℄[k℄.
B00
↓ ց
B10 ← B
1
1
↓ ց ց
B20 ← B
2
1 B
2
2
↓ ց ց ց
B30 ← B
3
1 B
3
2 B
3
3
↓ ց ց ց ց
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 1: Shemati representation of the proedure followed to ompute eah oeient Bsn.
5.1.3 Next-to-next-to-leading order
At NNLO Eq. (33) reads
∂f(N,αs)
∂αs
= −
(
αs
2pi
)
P (0)(N) +
(
αs
2pi
)2
P (1)(N) +
(
αs
2pi
)3
P (2)(N)
β0
4pi
α2s +
β1
16pi2
α3s +
β2
64pi3
α4s
f(N,αs), (51)
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the solution of whih is
f(N,αs) = f(N,α0)e
a(N)Leb(N)Med(N)T
= f(N,α0)
(
∞∑
n=0
a(N)n
n!
Ln
)(
∞∑
m=0
b(N)m
m!
Mm
)(
∞∑
p=0
d(N)p
p!
T p
)
(52)
where we have introdued the denitions
L = ln
αs
α0
(53)
M = ln
16pi2β0 + 4piαsβ1 + α
2
sβ2
16pi2β0 + 4piα0β1 + α20β2
(54)
T =
1√
4β0β2 − β
2
1
arctan
2pi(αs − α0)
√
4β0β2 − β21
2pi(8piβ0 + (αs + α0)β1) + αsα0β2
(55)
a(N) = −
2P (0)(N)
β0
(56)
b(N) =
P (0)(N)
β0
−
4P (2)(N)
β2
(57)
d(N) =
2β1
β0
P (0)(N)− 8P (1)(N) +
8β1
β2
P (2)(N). (58)
Notie that, if 4β0β2 − β
2
1 < 0 (it ours for nf = 6), T has to be analytially ontinued
T =
1√
β21 − 4β0β2
artanh
2pi(αs − α0)
√
β21 − 4β0β2
2pi(8piβ0 + (αs + α0)β1) + αsα0β2
. (59)
We then assume an x-spae solution of the form
f(x,Q2) =
(
∞∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
Ln
)(
∞∑
m=0
Bm(x)
m!
Mm
)(
∞∑
p=0
Dp(x)
p!
T p
)
=
∞∑
s=0
s∑
t=0
t∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
Bt−n(x)
(t− n)!
Ds−t(x)
(s− t)!
LnM t−nT s−t
=
∞∑
s=0
s∑
t=0
t∑
n=0
Cst,n(x)
n!(t− n)!(s− t)!
LnM t−nT s−t, (60)
where in the rst step we have transformed the produt of three series into a single series in the
total exponent s = n+m+ p, and we have set t = n+m. In the last step we have introdued
the funtions
Cst,n(x) = An(x)Bt−n(x)Ds−t(x), (n ≤ t ≤ s). (61)
Setting Q = Q0 in (60) we get the initial ondition
f(x,Q20) = C
0
0,0(x). (62)
Inserting the ansatz (60) into the DGLAP equation (1) and using the expansions of the kernel
and the beta funtion (3, 4) arrested at the third order, equating the oeients of α, α2 and
11
α3 we nd the reursion relations
Cst,n(x) = −
2
β0
[
P (0) ⊗ Cs−1t−1,n−1
]
(x) (63)
Cst,n(x) = −
1
2
Cst,n+1(x)−
4
β2
[
P (2) ⊗ Cs−1t−1,n
]
(x) (64)
Cst,n(x) = −2β1
(
Cst+1,n(x) + C
s
t+1,n+1(x)
)
− 8
[
P (1) ⊗ Cs−1t,n
]
(x). (65)
Also in this ase, as before, when we have to ompute a given oeient Cst,n, if more than one
reursion relation is appliable, the program follows the fastest reursion hain, i.e. in order
(63), (65) and (64). At xed s the algorithm performs the following steps:
1. omputes all the oeients Cst,n with n 6= 0 using (63);
2. omputes the oeient Css,0 using (64);
3. omputes the oeient Cst,0 with t 6= s using (65), in dereasing order of t.
This proedure is exemplied in the sheme shown in Table 2 for s = 4.
In the numerial program, the value of C¯st,n(xk) ≡ xC
s
t,n(xk) for the PDF with index i (see
Table 5), is stored in the variable C[i℄[s℄[t℄[n℄[k℄.
C44,4
C43,3 C
4
4,3
C42,2 C
4
3,2 C
4
4,2
C41,1 C
4
2,1 C
4
3,1 C
4
4,1
ւ ւ ւ ւ ↓
C40,0 ←− C
4
1,0 ←− C
4
2,0 ←− C
4
3,0 ←− C
4
4,0
Table 2: Shemati representation of the proedure followed to ompute eah oeient Cst,n
for s = 4. The underlined oeients are omputed via Eq. (63).
5.2 The trunated solutions
Besides the lass of solutions of Eq. (1) desribed in Setion 5.1, whih we have alled exat,
there is another important lass of solutions, that we will all trunated, whih are interesting
sine they orrespond to x-spae solutions whih are aurate up to a ertain order in αs.
While in an exat solution all the logarithmi strutures are resummed into few funtions
(Equations (42,43) at NLO and (53,54,55) at NNLO), the trunated ones are haraterized by
expansions in terms of simple logarithms of αs/α0, retained up to a hosen order. We give below
some details on these expansions. Notie that all the reursive solutions built in the singlet
setor - exept for the lowest order ones, whih are exat in any approah, either in Mellin
spae or in x-spae - are of this type. In this setor we an build solutions of inreased auray
by using trunated solutions of higher order. To briey disuss these types of solutions, we
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perform an expansion in αs of the quantity P/β in the Eq. (33) and re-arrange the DGLAP
equation (NLO or NNLO) into the form
∂f(N,αs)
∂αs
=
1
αs
[
R0 + αsR1 + α
2
sR2 + . . .+ α
κ
sRκ
]
f(N,αs),
(66)
where we have onsidered the expansion up to order κ and we have dened the following linear
ombinations of the P(N) kernels
R0 = −
2
β0
P
(0)
R1 = −
1
2piβ20
[
2β0P
(1) −P(0)β1
]
R2 = −
1
pi
(
P
(2)
2piβ0
+
R1β1
4β0
+
R0β2
16piβ0
)
.
.
.
. (67)
We all Eq. (66) the trunated version of the DGLAP equation, both in the singlet and non-
singlet ases.
The trunated equation, in Mellin spae, an be solved in losed form, at least in the non-
singlet ase, obtaining a solution whih is dierent from the exat solution of Eq. (33) disussed
before and having the following general form
f(N,αs) =
(
αs
α0
)R0
exp
{
R1(αs − α0) +
1
2
R2(α
2
s − α
2
0) + . . .+
1
κ
Rκ(α
κ
s − α
κ
0)
}
f(N,α0) .
(68)
Even after a trunation of the equation, the orresponding solution is still aeted by higher
order terms, and an be trunated. To obtain the trunated version of this solution is then
neessary a further Taylor expansion around the point (αs, α0) = (0, 0) for the two ouplings
-initial and nal-
f(N,αs) =
(
αs
α0
)R0 [
1 +R1(αs − α0) +
1
2
R2(α
2
s − α
2
0) + . . .+
1
κ
Rκ(α
κ
s − α
κ
0)
]
f(N,α0) . (69)
Again, this expression holds in both singlet and non-singlet ases, thus we an generate trunated
solutions for the parton densities.
Passing to the singlet ase, whih is more involved, the trunated solutions of Eq. (66) in
Mellin spae an be obtained (for a review see [1, 4, 6℄) by the use of the U-matrix ansatz.
Basially this method onsists of an expansion of the general solution around the LO solution
as
f(N,αs) =
[
1 + αsU1(N) + α
2
sU2(N) + . . .+ α
κ
sUκ(N)
]
L(αs, α0, N)[
1 + α0U1(N) + α
2
0U2(N) + . . .+ α
κ
0Uκ(N)
]−1
f(N,α0),
(70)
where the L(αs, α0, N) is dened as
L(αs, α0, N) =
(
αs
α0
)Rˆ0
(71)
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with the U operators dened through a hain of reursion relations, obtained by substituting
Eq. (70) into the trunated equation
[R0,U1] = U1 −R1,
[R0,U2] = −R2 −R1 ·U1 + 2U2
.
.
. (72)
With a Taylor expansion of the seond line in Eq. (70) we obtain the trunated solution of order
κ for the singlet/non-singlet ase in Mellin spae. One we have obtained suh a solution, the
x-spae result is ahieved by a Mellin inversion. This and the x-spae approah merge as we
inrease the order of the expansion. Working diretly in x-spae, one an generate trunated
solutions up to ertain order κ in a very general way by onsidering the following logarithmi
ansatz
f(x,Q2) =
∞∑
n=0
{[
κ∑
i=0
(
αs(Q
2)
)i Sin(x)
n!
]
lnn
αs(Q
2)
αs(Q20)
}
, (73)
whih is stunningly simple. One an demonstrate [4, 6℄ that inserting this expression in the x-
spae version of Eq. (66) the solution obtained is equivalent to that of the U-matrix presription,
in the sense that the terms of the two expansions are the same as far as the two expansions are
implemented up to a suiently large order. In our approah the solution is expanded in terms
of logarithms of αs/α0 and one ontrols the auray by inserting powers of αs. The oeients
S
i
n(x) are determined by solving the hain of reursion relations generated by inserting the
logarithmi ansatz in the DGLAP, grouping the terms proportional to the same power of αs
and negleting the terms in ακ+1s and higher powers.
We obtain the following reursion relation for the S
0
oeient
S
0
n+1(x) = −
2
β0
[
P
(0) ⊗ S0n
]
(x) , (74)
while for S
1
we have
S
1
n+1(x) = −
β1
4piβ0
S
0
n+1(x)− S
1
n(x)
−
2
β0
[
P
(0) ⊗ S1n
]
(x)−
1
piβ0
[
P
(1) ⊗ S0n
]
(x) . (75)
The reursion relations for the S
i
oeients (i = 2, 3, . . . , κ) are, at NLO
S
i
n+1(x) = −
β1
4piβ0
S
i−1
n+1(x)− iS
i
n(x)− (i− 1)
β1
4piβ0
S
i−1
n (x)
−
2
β0
[
P
(0) ⊗ Sin
]
(x)−
1
piβ0
[
P
(1) ⊗ Si−1n
]
(x) (76)
and at NNLO
S
i
n+1(x) = −
β1
4piβ0
S
i−1
n+1(x)−
β2
16pi2β0
S
i−2
n+1(x)
−iSin(x)− (i− 1)
β1
4piβ0
S
i−1
n (x)− (i− 2)
β2
16pi2β0
S
i−2
n (x)
−
2
β0
[
P
(0) ⊗ Sin
]
(x)−
1
piβ0
[
P
(1) ⊗ Si−1n
]
(x)−
1
2pi2β0
[
P
(2) ⊗ Si−2n
]
(x) (77)
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These relations hold both in the non-singlet and singlet ases and an be solved either in x-
spae or in N-spae in terms of the initial onditions f(x, α0) = S
0
0(x). A further hek of the
overlap of the two methods is obtained numerially.
Sine there is no losed form solution for the singlet DGLAP equation, we always use the
method desribed in the urrent setion in this spei setor. On the other hand, we leave to
the user the possibility to hoose the method of solution for the non-singlet equations, exat
or trunated that they an be, and this hoie an be made at ompilation time (see Setion
8.2.2). If one hooses the exat method implemented in andia., we need to dene the S
oeients of eq. (73) only for the singlet setor:
S
i
n,singlet =
(
Sin,g
Si
n,q(+)
)
. (78)
In the ode, the value of S¯in(xk) ≡ xS
i
n(xk) for the gluon is stored in the variable S[i℄[0℄[n℄[k℄
and for q(+) in S[i℄[1℄[n℄[k℄. If one hooses instead to solve both the singlet and the non-
singlet with the trunated method (implemented in andia_trun.) the array S has to a-
ommodate also the non-singlet distributions, and the value of S¯in(xk) for the PDF with index
j (see Table 5) is stored in the variable S[i℄[j℄[n℄[k℄.
We remark that in a previous NLO version of the implementation of the algorithm both the
singlet and the non-singlet setors had been solved using trunated ansatz with κ = 1 [7℄.
6 Renormalization sale dependene
As we move to higher orders in the expansion of the kernels, the presene of the strong ou-
pling onstant αs allows an independent renormalization sale µR on the right-hand-side of the
evolution equation. This dependene is, in general, ompletely unrelated to the fatorization
sale. Thus, we an formally rewrite the DGLAP equation as follows
∂
∂ lnµ2F
f(x, µ2F , µ
2
R) = P (x, µ
2
F , µ
2
R)⊗ f(x, µ
2
F , µ
2
R) , (79)
where the splitting funtions have aquired a µR dependene simply by expanding αs(µ
2
F ) in
terms of αs(µ
2
R)
αs(µ
2
R) = αs(µ
2
F )−
[
−α2s(µ
2
F )
β0L
4pi
+
α3s(µ
2
F )
(4pi)2
(−β20L
2 − β1L)
]
. (80)
The expliit replaements of the kernels in this new re-organization of the dening equation are
given by
P (0)(x)→ P (0)(x)
P (1)(x)→ P (1)(x)−
β0
2
P (0)(x)L
P (2)(x)→ P (2)(x)− β0LP
(1)(x)−
(
β1
4
L−
β20
4
L2
)
P (0)(x) (81)
where the logarithmi strutures are identied by
L = ln
µ2F
µ2R
. (82)
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Candia allows a determination of the evolution with the two sales held separate µF 6= µR. In
partiular we have implemented the ase in whih µF and µR are proportional. The proportion-
ality fator kR = µ
2
F/µ
2
R is entered by the user as a ommand-line argument (see Setion 8.2.3).
One an easily gure out, pratiing with the program, that on inreasing the perturbative
order the dependene on the renormalization/fatorization sale redues.
7 Treatment of the quark mass thresholds
If Candia is exeuted with the variable avor number sheme (VFNS) option (fns set to 1
in the ommand line) and with the maro HFT set to 1 (that is the default value) in the le
onstants.h, the program will implement the mathing onditions with nf and nf + 1 light
avors both for the running oupling αs and for the parton distributions. The transition from
the eetive theory with nf light avors to the one with nf +1 is made when the fatorization
sale reahes the renormalized pole mass of a heavy quark, µF = mnf+1. The mathing ondition
up to NNLO for the running oupling is [8℄
α
(nf−1)
s = α
(nf )
s −
[
α
(nf )
s
]2 L
6pi
+
[
α
(nf )
s
]3{ 1
pi2
[
L2
36
−
19
24
L−
7
24
]}
+O
([
α
(nf )
s
]4)
(83)
or, otherwise
α
(nf+1)
s = α
(nf )
s +
[
α
(nf )
s
]2 L
6pi
+
[
α
(nf )
s
]3{ 1
48pi2
[
14 + 38L+
4
3
L2
]}
+O
([
α
(nf )
s
]4)
, (84)
where L = ln kR = ln(µ
2
R/µ
2
F ).
The mathing onditions for the parton distributions up to NNLO are [9℄
l
(nf+1)
i (x) = l
(nf )
i (x) +
(
α
(nf+1)
s
4pi
)2 [
A
NS,(2)
qq,H ⊗ l
(nf )
i
]
(x) (85)
where l=q, q¯ and i = 1, 2, . . . , nf , are the light quark/antiquark avours;
g(nf+1)(x) = g(nf )(x) +
(
α
(nf+1)
s
4pi
)2 {[
A
S,(2)
gq,H ⊗ q
(+),(nf )
]
(x) +
[
A
S,(2)
gg,H ⊗ g
(nf )
]
(x)
}
(86)
for the gluons, and
q
(nf+1)
nf (x) = q¯
(nf+1)
nf (x) =
(
α
(nf+1)
s
4pi
)2 {[
A˜
S,(2)
Hq ⊗ q
(+),(nf )
]
(x) +
[
A˜
S,(2)
Hg ⊗ g
(nf )
]
(x)
}
(87)
for the heavy avors.
8 Desription of the program
8.1 Content of the pakage
The ode is unpaked with the ommand
tar zxvf andia_1.0.tar.gz
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that will reate the diretory andia_1.0, ontaining the following les.
• andia. and andia_trun. are the les inluding the main funtion, eah one imple-
menting a dierent method of solution: the former solves the non-singlet setor with the
exat solution, while the latter uses the trunated method.
• makefile and makefile_trun are the orresponding makeles. If one is using other
ompilers than g and gfortran these les need to be edited.
• onstants.h is a header le ontaining some parameters that the user may want to edit.
• xpns2p.f and xpij2p.f are Fortran odes [10, 11℄ in whih a parametrized form of the
NNLO kernels is dened. Very few modiations have been done to make them ompatible
with our ode.
• hplog.f is a Fortran ode [12℄ in whih a subroutine that omputes numerially the
harmoni polylogarithms up to weight 4 is implemented. Harmoni polylogarithms are
dened in [13℄.
• partonww.f is just a merging of the three Fortran odes mrst2001lo.f, mrst2001.f and
mrstnnlo.f by the MRST group [14, 15℄ to aess their grids of LO, NLO and NNLO
parton densities. Very few modiations have been done.
• lo2002.dat, alf119.dat and vnvalf1155.dat are the MRST parton densities grids at
LO, NLO and NNLO respetively.
• a02m.f is the Fortan ode by Alekhin [16℄ to aess his grids of LO, NLO and NNLO
parton densities.
• a02m.pdfs_i_vfn and a02m.dpdfs_i_vfn with i = 1, 2, 3 are the les in whih the grids
of the Alekhin parton densities in the variable avor number sheme are stored.
8.2 How to run the program
Let us desribe the dierent steps that the user will enounter in a run of Candia.
8.2.1 Editing the le onstants.h
The header le onstants.h ontains some maros and two arrays that the user may want to
hange before ompiling. The maros are desribed in Table 3.
Maro Default Desription
GRID_PTS 501 Number of points in the x-grid
NGP 30 Number of Gaussian points
ITERATIONS 15 Number of iterations
INTERP_PTS 4 Parameter used in the polynomial interpolation (see Setion 8.3.3)
HFT 1 Swith for the heavy avors treatment [8, 9℄
Table 3: Maros dened in onstants.h.
Besides these maros, two important arrays are dened in onstants.h.
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• xtab. The values of x listed in this array need to be in inreasing order. The rst (lower)
value is the lower value of x in the grid. The last (upper) value must be 1. The eventual
intermediate values will be fored to be in the grid. This array must ontain at least two
values.
• Qtab. An output le with the PDF values omputed at the end of the evolution will be
generated for all the values of µF listed in this array.
8.2.2 Compiling
At this point the user has to hoose the solution method for the non-singlet setor.
The main le in whih the exat method is implemented and the orresponding makele
are andia. and makefile, while the trunated method is implemented in andia_trun.
and the orresponding makele is makefile_trun.
In Table 4 we show for eah method of solution the ompilation ommand that the user
should type and the exeutable le that will be produed.
Method Command Exeutable
exat make andia.x
trunated make -f makefile_trun andia_trun.x
Table 4: Summary of ompilation ommands.
8.2.3 Running
Let us suppose that the user wants to use the exat method of solution, so the exeutable
is alled andia.x. The whole proedure applies for the trunated method as well, replaing
andia.x with andia_trun.x.
The user has to supply six parameters to the ommand line. To have a quik usage update
he/she an just type the line
andia.x
whose output is self-explanatory.
USAGE
andia.x <perturbative_order> <trunation_index> <input_model> <kr> <fns> <ext>
<perturbative_order> an be 0, 1 or 2
<trunation_index> annot be less than <perturbative_order>
<input_model>:
0= Les Houhes toy model
1= MRST parametrization
2= MRST grid at 1.25 GeV^2 (minimal value in their grid)
3= Alekhin parametrization
4= Alekhin grid at 1 GeV^2
<kr> is the ratio mu_r^2 / mu_f^2
<fns>:
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0= fixed flavor number sheme
1= variable flavor number sheme
<ext> is the extension of the output files (max 3 haraters allowed)
For example, to run the program with the exat solution method at NNLO, with a trunation
index κ = 6 and the MRST grid as input, with µ2R = µ
2
F , in the variable avor number sheme
and hoosing the extension dat for the output les, one should type the ommand
andia.x 2 6 2 1 1 dat
8.2.4 Understanding the output les
For example, if we hoose dat as an extension of the output les and our Qtab array is dened
by the following line in onstants.h
onst double Qtab[℄={50.,100.,150.,200.}
when the program exits, the user will nd in the diretory some les alled Qi.dat, with i
ranging from 0 to the number of elements of Qtab (4 in our example). Q0.dat is the summary
of the relevant output les, and in our example it will look like
file Q Q^2
------------------------------------------
Q1.dat 50 2500
Q2.dat 100 10000
Q3.dat 150 22500
Q4.dat 200 40000
The other les (for example Q1.dat, showing the PDFs at 50 GeV) have one line for eah
point in the x-grid and 14 olumns: x, xg, xu, xd, xs, xc, xb, xt, xu¯, xd¯, xs¯, xc¯, xb¯ and xt¯.
To print the output in a dierent form, one should edit a small portion of the ode.
8.3 Funtions
8.3.1 Safe alloation funtions
void *Mallo(size_t size);
void *Callo(size_t nmemb,size_t size);
These funtions have the same syntax as mallo and allo of Standard C. The only
dierene is that they hek if there is enough memory available to perform the alloation, and
if not they terminate the exeution of the program.
8.3.2 Funtion gauleg
void gauleg(double x1,double x2,double *x,double *w,int n);
This funtion is taken from [17℄ with just minor hanges. Given the lower and upper limits
of integration x1 and x2, and given n, gauleg returns arrays x[0,...,n-1℄ and w[0,...,n-1℄
of length n, ontaining the absissas and weights of the Gauss-Legendre n-point quadrature
formula.
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8.3.3 Interpolation funtions
double interp(double *A,double x);
double polint(double *xa,double *ya,int n,double x);
Given an array A, representing a funtion known only at the grid points, and a number x in
the interval [0, 1], interp returns the polynomial interpolation of grade INTERP_PTS ∗ 2− 1 of
the funtion at the point x through an appropriate all of polint. The number of points used
for the interpolation are ontrolled by the parameter INTERP_PTS. This identies the number of
grid points preeding and following x whih are globally used for the interpolation (for a total
number of INTERP_PTS ∗ 2). If the number of available grid points before or after x is smaller
than the value INTERP_PTS, more points at smaller or larger values of x are hosen, to ensure
that the total number of used points is always INTERP_PTS ∗2. The atual interpolation is done
by polint, a slightly modied version of the funtion with the same name that appears in [17℄.
8.3.4 Funtion onvolution
double onvolution(int i,double kernel(int,double),double *A);
Given an integer i, to whih orresponds a grid point xi, a two variable funtion kernel(i,x),
representing a kernel P (x), and an array A, representing a funtion xf(x) = f¯(x) known at
the grid points, onvolution returns x[P ⊗ f ](x) as the sum of the three piees (15), (17) and
(13). The integrals are omputed using the Gauss-Legendre tehnique.
8.3.5 Funtion ReRel_A
double ReRel_A(double *A,int k,double P0(int,double));
Given an array A, representing a funtion A(x) known at the grid points, an integer k (to
whih orresponds a grid point xk) and a two variable funtion P0(i,x), representing a leading
order kernel, ReRel_A returns
−
2
β0
[
P (0) ⊗ A
]
(xk) (88)
i.e. the RHS of Eq. (39) (or equivalently the RHS of eah omponent of the vetorial equation
(74)).
8.3.6 Funtion ReRel_B
double ReRel_B(double *A,double *B,int k,
double P0(int,double),double P1(int,double));
Given two arrays A and B, representing the funtions A(x) and B(x) known at the grid
points, an integer k (to whih orresponds a grid point xk) and two funtions P0(i,x) and
P1(i,x), representing respetively the LO and NLO part of a kernel, ReRel_B returns
−
2
β0
[
P (0) ⊗ B
]
(xk)−
1
piβ0
[
P (1) ⊗ A
]
(xk) (89)
i.e. the struture of the onvolution produts that appear in Eqs. (75) and (76).
When µR 6= µF , some additional terms are inluded to take into aount the transformation
rules of the kernels (81).
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8.3.7 Funtion ReRel_C
double ReRel_C(double *A,double *B,double *C,int k,double P0(int,double),
double P1(int,double),double P2(int,double));
Given three arrays A, B and C representing the funtions A(x), B(x) and C(x) known at the
grid points, an integer k (to whih orresponds a grid point xk) and three funtions P0(i,x),
P1(i,x) and P2(i,x), representing respetively the LO, NLO and NNLO part of a kernel,
ReRel_C returns
−
2
β0
[
P (0) ⊗ C
]
(xk)−
1
piβ0
[
P (1) ⊗ B
]
(xk)−
1
2pi2β0
[
P (2) ⊗ A
]
(xk) (90)
i.e. the struture of the onvolution produts that appear in Eq. (77).
When µR 6= µF , some additional terms are inluded to take into aount the transformation
rules of the kernels (81).
8.3.8 Funtion ReRel_Diag
double ReRel_Diag(double *C,int k,double P0(int,double));
The same as ReRel_A.
8.3.9 Funtion ReRel_Vert1
double ReRel_Vert1(double *B,int k,double P0(int,double),double P1(int,double));
Given an array B, representing a funtion B(x) known at the grid points, an integer k
(to whih orresponds a grid point xk) and two funtions P0(i,x) and P1(i,x), representing
respetively the LO and NLO part of a kernel, ReRel_Vert1 returns
−
4
β1
[
P (1) ⊗ B
]
(xk) (91)
i.e. the onvolution produt that appears in Eq. (50).
When µR 6= µF , some additional terms are inluded to take into aount the transformation
rules of the kernels (81).
8.3.10 Funtion ReRel_Vert2
double ReRel_Vert2(double *C,int k,double P0(int,double),
double P1(int,double),double P2(int,double));
Given an array C representing a funtion C(x) known at the grid points, an integer k
(to whih orresponds a grid point xk) and three funtions P0(i,x), P1(i,x) and P2(i,x),
representing respetively the LO, NLO and NNLO part of a kernel, ReRel_Vert2 returns
−
4
β2
[
P (2) ⊗ C
]
(xk) (92)
i.e. the onvolution produt that appears in Eq. (64).
When µR 6= µF , some additional terms are inluded to take into aount the transformation
rules of the kernels (81).
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8.3.11 Funtion ReRel_Horiz
double ReRel_Horiz(double *C,int k,double P0(int,double),double P1(int,double));
Given an array C, representing a funtion C(x) known at the grid points, an integer k
(to whih orresponds a grid point xk) and two funtions P0(i,x) and P1(i,x), representing
respetively the LO and NLO part of a kernel, ReRel_Horiz returns
− 8
[
P (1) ⊗ C
]
(xk) (93)
i.e. the onvolution produt that appears in Eq. (65).
When µR 6= µF , some additional terms are inluded to take into aount the transformation
rules of the kernels (81).
8.3.12 β funtion
double Beta0(int f);
double Beta1(int f);
double Beta2(int f);
double Beta(int order,double alpha);
Given an integer f, representing the number of ative avors nf , Beta0, Beta1 and Beta2
return respetively β0, β1 and β2 as in Eqs. (5), (6) and (7).
Given the perturbative order and the value alpha of αs, Beta returns the value of the β
funtion given by Eq. (4) arrested at the hosen order.
8.3.13 Funtion alpha_rk
double alpha_rk(int order,double alpha0,double Qi,double Qf);
Given the perturbative order, an energy sale Qi (Qi) where αs has the known value alpha0
(α0) and another energy sale Qf (Qf ), alpha_rk returns αs(Qf ), i.e. the solution of the Cauhy
problem
dαs(t)
dt
= β(αs), (94)
where t = ln(Q2), with the boundary ondition αs(t0) ≡ αs(ln(Q
2
i )) = α0. The dierential
equation has a losed form solution only at LO; at higher orders, a fourth order Runge-Kutta
method is used. To get a orret result, the number of ative avors at both energy sales must
be the same.
8.3.14 Funtions post and pre
double post(double pre,int order);
double pre(double post,int order);
These funtions implement the mathing ondition at a quark mass threshold for αs, as in
Eqs. (84) and (83) arrested at the given perturbative order. post returns α
(nf+1)
s as in Eq. (84)
given α
(nf )
s (pre), while pre returns α
(nf−1)
s as in Eq. (83) given α
(nf )
s (post).
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8.3.15 Speial funtions
double Li2(double x);
double Li3(double x);
double S12(double x);
These funtions return respetively
Li2(x) = −
∫ x
0
ln(1− y)
y
dy (95)
Li3(x) =
∫ x
0
Li2(y)
y
dy (96)
S1,2 =
1
2
∫ x
0
ln2(1− y)
y
dy (97)
using the program hplog [12℄.
8.3.16 Funtion fat
double fat(int n);
This funtion returns the fatorial n!
8.3.17 MRST initial distributions
double xuv_1(int order,double x);
double xdv_1(int order,double x);
double xS_1(int order,double x);
double xg_1(int order,double x);
double xD_1(int order,double x);
Given the perturbative order and the Bjorken variable x, these funtions return respetively
xuV (x), xdV (x), xS(x), xg(x) and x∆(x) in parametri form at Q
2
0 = 1GeV
2
as dened in [15℄
and [14℄.
8.3.18 Alekhin initial distributions
double xuv_2(int order,double x);
double xus_2(int order,double x);
double xdv_2(int order,double x);
double xds_2(int order,double x);
double xss_2(int order,double x);
double xg_2(int order,double x);
Given the perturbative order and the Bjorken variable x, these funtions return respetively
xuV (x), xus(x), xdV (x), xdS(x), xsS(x) and xG(x) in parametri form at Q
2
0 = 9GeV
2
as
dened in [16℄.
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8.3.19 Initial distributions for the Les Houhes toy model
double xuv_3(double x);
double xdv_3(double x);
double xg_3(double x);
double xdb_3(double x);
double xub_3(double x);
double xs_3(double x);
Given the Bjorken variable x, these funtions return respetively xuv(x), xdv(x), xg(x),
xd¯(x), xu¯(x) and xs(x) in parametri form at Q20 = 2GeV
2
as dened in [18℄.
8.3.20 LO kernels
double P0NS(int i,double x);
double P0qq(int i,double x);
double P0qg(int i,double x);
double P0gq(int i,double x);
double P0gg(int i,double x);
Given the Bjorken variable x, these funtions return, depending on the value of the index i
1. the regular part of the kernel P1(x);
2. the plus-distribution part of the kernel P2(x);
3. the delta-funtion part of the kernel P3,
as in Eq. (9). The kernels returned are respetively P
(0)
NS, P
(0)
qq , P
(0)
qg , P
(0)
gq and P
(0)
gg [19℄.
8.3.21 NLO kernels
double P1NSm(int i,double x);
double P1NSp(int i,double x);
double P1qq(int i,double x);
double P1qg(int i,double x);
double P1gq(int i,double x);
double P1gg(int i,double x);
Given the Bjorken variable x and the index i with the same meaning of Setion 8.3.20, these
funtions return respetively P
−,(1)
NS , P
+,(1)
NS , P
(1)
qq , P
(1)
qg , P
(1)
gq and P
(1)
gg [19℄.
8.3.22 NNLO kernels
double P2NSm(int i,double x);
double P2NSp(int i,double x);
double P2NSv(int i,double x);
double P2qq(int i,double x);
double P2qg(int i,double x);
double P2gq(int i,double x);
double P2gg(int i,double x);
Given the Bjorken variable x and the index i with the same meaning of Setion 8.3.20, these
funtions return respetively P
−,(2)
NS , P
+,(2)
NS , P
V,(2)
NS , P
(2)
qq , P
(2)
qg , P
(2)
gq and P
(2)
gg in a parametrized
form [10, 11℄, using the Fortran les xpns2p.f and xpij2p.f.
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8.3.23 Quark mass threshold kernels
double A2ns(int i,double z);
double A2gq(int i,double z);
double A2gg(int i,double z);
double A2hq(int i,double z);
double A2hg(int i,double z);
Given the Bjorken variable z and the index i with the same meaning of Setion 8.3.20, these
funtions return respetively A
NS,(2)
qq,H , A
S,(2)
gq,H , A
S,(2)
gg,H , A˜
S,(2)
Hq and A˜
S,(2)
Hg [9℄.
8.4 Distribution indies and identiers
In Table 5 we show the numerial index assoiated to eah PDF appearing in the program. To
the PDF labelled by the number index we assoiate a string id[index℄, reported in the third
olumn. Although not used in the urrent implementation, these identiers an be useful if
one wish to modify the output of the program: for example if one wants to print a le for eah
PDF, these strings an be used as part of the le name.
0 gluons, g g
1-6 quarks, qi, sorted by inreasing mass (u, d, s, c, b, t) u,d,s,,b,t
7-12 antiquarks, qi au,ad,as,a,ab,at
13-18 q
(−)
i um,dm,sm,m,bm,tm
19-24 q
(+)
i up,dp,sp,p,bp,tp
25 q(−) qm
26-30 q
(−)
NS,1i, i 6= 1 dd,sd,d,bd,td
31 q(+) qp
32-36 q
(+)
NS,1i, i 6= 1 ds,ss,s,bs,ts
Table 5: Correspondene between indies, parton distributions and identiers.
8.5 Main variables
In Table 6 we desribe the main variables dened in the program.
9 Results
In Tables 7 and 8 we ompare the results obtained running Candia with the exat and the
trunated method, respetively, with those obtained using Pegasus [1℄ in the variable avor
number sheme and at a nal sale µF = µR = 100GeV. The initial onditions are taken
from the Les Houhes toy model with Q20 = 2GeV
2
[18℄. We have made these runs using the
following onstants.h le
#define GRID_PTS 801
#define NGP 30
#define ITERATIONS 15
#define INTERP_PTS 4
#define HFT 1
25
X[i℄ i-th grid point, xi
XG[i℄ i-th Gaussian absissa in the range [0, 1], Xi
WG[i℄ i-th Gaussian weight in the range [0, 1], Wi
order perturbative order
trun trunation index κ
input identier of the input model (see Setion 8.2.3)
kr kR = µ
2
R/µ
2
F
ntab[i℄ position in the array X of the x value xtab[i℄ (i.e. X[ntab[i℄℄=xtab[i℄)
nf, Nf number of ative avors, nf
nfi number of ative avors at the input sale
nff number of ative avors in the last evolution step
beta0 β0
beta1 β1
beta2 β2
beta β
log_mf2_mr2 lnµ2F/µ
2
R
Q[i℄ values of µF between whih an evolution step is performed
alpha_pre[i℄ value of αs just below the i-th avor threshold
alpha_post[i℄ value of αs just above the i-th avor threshold
alpha1 αs(µ
in
R ), where µ
in
R is the lower µR of the evolution step
alpha2 αs(µ
fin
R ), where µ
fin
R is the higher µR of the evolution step
A[i℄[n℄[k℄ oeient A¯n(xk) for the distribution with index i
B[i℄[s℄[n℄[k℄ oeient B¯sn(xk) for the distribution with index i
C[i℄[s℄[t℄[n℄[k℄ oeient C¯st,n(xk) for the distribution with index i
S[i℄[j℄[n℄[k℄ andia.: oeient S¯in(xk) for g (j= 0) or q
(+)
(j= 1)
andia_trun.: oeient S¯in(xk) for the distribution with index j
R[i℄[k℄ value of the PDF f¯(xk) with index i
Table 6: Main variables dened in the program.
onst double xtab[℄={1e-7,1e-6,1e-5,1e-4,1e-3,1e-2,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9,1.};
onst double Qtab[℄={100.};
We have also hosen a trunation index κ = 6 at NLO and κ = 7 at NNLO. For example, the
ommand to run the NLO evolution with the trunated method, in this ase, is
andia_trun.x 1 6 0 1 1 t1
while that for the NNLO evolution with the exat method is
andia.x 2 7 0 1 1 e2
We have hosen two representative PDFs: a non-singlet, xq(−), and a singlet, xg.
The small dierene between the NNLO gluon distributions alulated with the exat and
the trunated methods are due to the heavy quark mathing onditions (85-87). Sine a solution
in losed form is not available for the singlet setor, both the exat and trunated methods solve
the singlet equations in the same way. By the way, Equations (85) and (87), whose rst-non
zero ontribution is of order α2s , mix the non-singlet and singlet setors at NNLO.
We will therefore onentrate on the dierenes in the non-singlet setor. At NLO it is
evident that there is a better agreement for xq(−) with Pegasus using the exat method
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LO NLO NNLO
x xq
(−)
xg xq
(−)
xg xq
(−)
xg
10−7 9.3734 · 10−5 1.3272 · 10+3 1.7347 · 10−4 1.1203 · 10+3 2.7814 · 10−4 9.9238 · 10+2
+0.0001 · 10−5 0.0000 · 10+3 +0.0008 · 10−4 +0.0036 · 10+3 −0.6552 · 10−4 −0.0456 · 10+2
10−6 5.4063 · 10−4 6.0117 · 10+2 8.8066 · 10−4 5.2431 · 10+2 1.2137 · 10−3 4.8602 · 10+2
0.0000 · 10−4 0.0000 · 10+2 +0.0035 · 10−4 +0.0141 · 10+2 −0.1927 · 10−3 −0.0215 · 10+2
10−5 3.0236 · 10−3 2.5282 · 10+2 4.3423 · 10−3 2.2804 · 10+2 5.2399 · 10−3 2.1922 · 10+2
0.0000 · 10−3 0.0000 · 10+2 +0.0015 · 10−3 +0.0051 · 10+2 −0.4555 · 10−3 −0.0090 · 10+2
10−4 1.6168 · 10−2 9.6048 · 10+1 2.0611 · 10−2 8.9671 · 10+1 2.2485 · 10−2 8.8486 · 10+1
0.0000 · 10−2 0.0000 · 10+1 +0.0006 · 10−2 +0.0158 · 10+1 −0.0695 · 10−2 −0.0318 · 10+1
10−3 8.0470 · 10−2 3.1333 · 10+1 9.2179 · 10−2 3.0283 · 10+1 9.4766 · 10−2 3.0319 · 10+1
0.0000 · 10−2 0.0000 · 10+1 +0.0020 · 10−2 +0.0038 · 10+1 −0.0112 · 10−2 −0.0085 · 10+1
10−2 3.4576 · 10−1 7.7728 · 10+0 3.6111 · 10−1 7.7546 · 10+0 3.6243 · 10−1 7.7785 · 10+0
0.0000 · 10−1 0.0000 · 10+0 +0.0005 · 10−1 +0.0055 · 10+0 +0.0138 · 10−1 −0.0127 · 10+0
0.1 8.5499 · 10−1 8.4358 · 10−1 8.2582 · 10−1 8.5589 · 10−1 8.1971 · 10−1 8.5284 · 10−1
0.0000 · 10−1 0.0000 · 10−1 +0.0006 · 10−1 +0.0003 · 10−1 +0.0016 · 10−1 +0.0018 · 10−1
0.3 5.1640 · 10−1 7.8026 · 10−2 4.8177 · 10−1 7.9588 · 10−2 4.7464 · 10−1 7.9004 · 10−2
0.0000 · 10−1 0.0000 · 10−2 +0.0002 · 10−1 −0.0037 · 10−2 +0.0016 · 10−1 +0.0106 · 10−2
0.5 1.6764 · 10−1 7.4719 · 10−3 1.5287 · 10−1 7.7199 · 10−3 1.4968 · 10−1 7.6537 · 10−3
0.0000 · 10−1 0.0000 · 10−3 0.0000 · 10−1 −0.0066 · 10−3 +0.0019 · 10−1 +0.0139 · 10−3
0.7 2.6157 · 10−2 3.5241 · 10−4 2.3196 · 10−2 3.7528 · 10−4 2.2536 · 10−2 3.7161 · 10−4
0.0000 · 10−2 0.0000 · 10−4 0.0000 · 10−2 −0.0046 · 10−4 +0.0060 · 10−2 +0.0081 · 10−4
0.9 4.4201 · 10−4 1.0308 · 10−6 3.7019 · 10−4 1.1939 · 10−6 3.5398 · 10−4 1.1764 · 10−6
+0.0001 · 10−4 +0.0002 · 10−6 +0.0001 · 10−4 −0.0016 · 10−6 +0.0183 · 10−4 +0.0042 · 10−6
Table 7: Comparison between Candia (exat method) and Pegasus at µF = µR = 100GeV
in the variable avor number sheme. In eah entry, the rst number is Candia's result and
the seond one is the dierene between Candia's and Pegasus' result. The Les Houhes toy
model at 2GeV2 has been used as initial ondition.
(Table 7). At NNLO the trunated method agrees better with Pegasus at low x while the
exat method agrees better at high x, where the two regions an be approximately separated
at a value of x in the interval [10−4, 10−3]. This peuliar behavior is not surprising, beause our
exat method of solution for the non-singlet at NNLO is based on the losed form solution of
the DGLAP equation in Mellin-spae (52), reonstruted via iteration in x-spae, as we have
explained before, and whih is not present in Pegasus.
In Table 9, where we show the variation of xq(−) and xg with the perturbative order, we
ompare the results obtained running Candia with the exat versus the trunated method,
respetively, having hosen MRST initial onditions. The plots in Figure 1, have been obtained
evolving the MRST initial onditions from 1 to 100GeV with Candia (exat method). Notie
that as we move to NNLO from the LO result, the gluon density, in partiular, is drastially
redued in the low-x region. For the MRST runs we have modied the le onstants.h as
follows
#define GRID_PTS 501
#define NGP 30
#define ITERATIONS 15
#define INTERP_PTS 4
#define HFT 1
onst double xtab[℄={1e-5,1e-4,1e-3,1e-2,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.};
onst double Qtab[℄={100.};
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NLO NNLO
x xq
(−)
xq
(−)
xg
10−7 1.6643 · 10−4 3.3624 · 10−4 9.9220 · 10+2
−0.0696 · 10−4 −0.0742 · 10−4 −0.0474 · 10+2
10−6 8.6037 · 10−4 1.3840 · 10−3 4.8595 · 10+2
−0.1994 · 10−4 −0.0224 · 10−3 −0.0222 · 10+2
10−5 4.3192 · 10−3 5.6583 · 10−3 2.1919 · 10+2
−0.0216 · 10−3 −0.0371 · 10−3 −0.0093 · 10+2
10−4 2.0826 · 10−2 2.3325 · 10−2 8.8478 · 10+1
+0.0221 · 10−2 +0.0145 · 10−2 −0.0326 · 10+1
10−3 9.4074 · 10−2 9.6537 · 10−2 3.0317 · 10+1
+0.1915 · 10−2 +0.1659 · 10−2 −0.0087 · 10+1
10−2 3.6821 · 10−1 3.6771 · 10−1 7.7784 · 10+0
+0.0715 · 10−1 +0.0666 · 10−1 −0.0128 · 10+0
0.1 8.2161 · 10−1 8.1594 · 10−1 8.5290 · 10−1
−0.0415 · 10−1 −0.0361 · 10−1 +0.0024 · 10−1
0.3 4.6358 · 10−1 4.5766 · 10−1 7.9012 · 10−2
−0.1817 · 10−1 −0.1682 · 10−1 +0.0114 · 10−2
0.5 1.4288 · 10−1 1.4025 · 10−1 7.6545 · 10−3
−0.0999 · 10−1 −0.0924 · 10−1 +0.0147 · 10−3
0.7 2.0960 · 10−2 2.0420 · 10−2 3.7165 · 10−4
−0.2236 · 10−2 −0.2056 · 10−2 +0.0085 · 10−4
0.9 3.1502 · 10−4 3.0217 · 10−4 1.1765 · 10−6
−0.5516 · 10−4 −0.4998 · 10−4 +0.0043 · 10−6
Table 8: Same as Table 7, but this time Candia has been run with the trunated method. To
avoid repetitions, the olumns for whih the exat and the trunated methods give the same
results are not shown.
NLO NNLO
x xq
(−)
xq
(−)
xg
10−5 1.8328 · 10−2 1.6522 · 10−2 1.6068 · 10+2
−0.0244 · 10−2 −0.0682 · 10−2 +0.0002 · 10+2
10−4 4.2274 · 10−2 4.0850 · 10−2 7.1187 · 10+1
−0.0834 · 10−2 −0.1367 · 10−2 +0.0007 · 10+1
10−3 1.1500 · 10−1 1.1325 · 10−1 2.6591 · 10+1
−0.0337 · 10−1 −0.0283 · 10−1 +0.0002 · 10+1
10−2 3.4757 · 10−1 3.4617 · 10−1 7.5377 · 10+0
−0.1013 · 10−1 −0.0734 · 10−1 +0.0002 · 10+0
0.1 7.6366 · 10−1 7.8369 · 10−1 9.8748 · 10−1
+0.0752 · 10−1 +0.0597 · 10−1 −0.0006 · 10−1
0.3 4.4859 · 10−1 4.6170 · 10−1 1.0210 · 10−1
+0.2826 · 10−1 +0.2512 · 10−1 −0.0001 · 10−1
0.5 1.3366 · 10−1 1.3449 · 10−1 9.6596 · 10−3
+0.1428 · 10−1 +0.1263 · 10−1 −0.0013 · 10−3
0.7 1.7155 · 10−2 1.6402 · 10−2 3.8338 · 10−4
+0.2657 · 10−2 +0.2254 · 10−2 −0.0006 · 10−4
0.9 1.6862 · 10−4 1.4104 · 10−4 5.8941 · 10−7
+0.3932 · 10−4 +0.2942 · 10−4 −0.0011 · 10−7
Table 9: Comparison between the exat and the trunated method of Candia at µF = µR =
100GeV in the variable avor number sheme. In eah entry, the rst number is the result from
the exat method and the seond one is the dierene between the exat and the trunated
method. The olumns for whih the exat and the trunated methods give the same results are
not shown. The MRST parametrizations at 1GeV have been used as initial onditions.
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Figure 1: Plots of xq(−) and xg at dierent perturbative orders for Candia (exat method)
at µF = µR = 100GeV in the variable avor number sheme. The MRST parametrizations at
1GeV have been used as initial onditions.
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10 Conlusions
We have presented a new evolution program, Candia, whih solves the DGLAP equation with
high preision and is ompletely implemented in x-spae. We have also briey disussed the
types of solutions whih are implemented in the program, from the trunated to the exat
ones. In the non-singlet setor we have shown how to onstrut the exat solutions analytially
by the iteration of expressions whih resum the simple logarithms of the ratio of the two
ouplings at the initial and nal evolution sales. We have also addressed the issue of auray
of the solutions and illustrated the dierene between brute fore and analytial methods,
showing the onnetion between our approah and more traditional approahes based on the
inversion of Mellin moments. We hope to return in the near future with additional numerial
implementations, whih will provide the user with all the neessary tools so to proeed with an
independent partonometri analysis of the LHC data on the PDFs.
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